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BRADY Strong Suit. 
Wood furniture has always been one of our strengths. So  
naturally, we had to make it even stronger. Robust steel bases  
and solid maple seats, backs, and tabletops make Brady tough  
enough to stand up to your heaviest traffic, while the simple 
schoolhouse design and finishing options let you pick the look  
that suits you best.  
 
Designed by Grand Rapids Chair Company

STATEMENT OF LINE
Brady Chair
Brady Backless Stool
Brady Barstool

 

 
Brady Pedestal Table   
(available in dining, counter  
or bar height models)
Brady Communal Table  
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DYLAN Benchmarks. 
C’mon in. Dylan offers a casual, friendly way to try the new trend  
of communal seating. Available in solid wood or laminate, it features 
an innovative metal bracket that provides a beautiful way to 
strengthen the mitered corners while adding a personalized pop  
of color. It can also be fitted with USB and electrical outlets to  
keep people connected while they work or play. Use the table and 
bench together or try the bench on its own. Either way, there’s  
room for a crowd.  
 
Designed by Grand Rapids Chair Company

STATEMENT OF LINE
Dylan Communal Table  
(available in dining, counter  
or bar height models)

 

 
Dylan Three Person Bench
Dylan Two Person Bench
Dylan Single Seat Bench
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MERANO Continental cool. 
Who knew centuries-old manufacturing techniques  
could lead to fluid, minimalist style like this? The  
world-renowned European furniture manufacturer  
TON, that’s who. As a U.S. partner of Merano by TON,  
we’re thrilled to offer this Red Dot and Good Design  
award-winning bent plywood collection to customers  
on this side of the pond.
 
Designed by TON 
 
STATEMENT OF LINE
Armchair
Side Chair
Barstool 
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LEO Bold type. 
With its 80s-style individualism and technically stunning curves, 
Leo’s not the type to be overlooked. As our latest collaboration 
with West Michigan native and designer Joey Ruiter, it’s a shining 
example of this region’s design, engineering, and manufacturing 
talent. A wood or upholstered seat, optional arms, and wood dowel  
or metal legs let you make any statement loud and clear.  
 
Designed by Joey Ruiter 
 
STATEMENT OF LINE 
Arm Chair
Side Chair 
Launching early 2016 
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 MAKE IT  
YOUR OWN
Wood  
Beautiful, natural, and warm to the touch, real wood makes every chair unique. Our chairs are made 

of European beech wood because of its exceptional strength and grain consistency. We sand and stain 

every inch of wood by hand and use premium topcoats to enhance their shine and durability. Our 

table tops come standard in maple but can be sourced and made in any species.

Metal  
Designed to be strong and durable, metal chairs can be gorgeous, too. We hand-tailor, cope, and 

braze all joints to add even more stability, exceeding strength and durability standards and customer 

expectations. And with our innovative powder coating line, we can achieve a vibrant, long-lasting 

finish every time.

Upholstery  
It’s not just the vast range of fabrics we offer through our partners; it’s our COM-friendly attitude  

that distinguishes us. It’s also the vast experience we bring to each chair. We hand-sew and hand-fit 

fabrics over high resilience foam for superior comfort, appearance, and durability. Any chair, any 

surface, and any number of fabrics. There’s no limit to what we can do.

Custom Color Matching  
You say tomato. We say why not? We can match any metal or wood finish you can imagine. Just bring 

us a swatch and we’ll bring your vision to life.

Distressing 
Giving chairs and tables that lived-in look requires a little extra attention. We hand-distress  

each one, just to your liking in either heavy or light, using both traditional and unconventional  

woodworking techniques.

BactiBlock 

A little prevention goes a long way. That’s why we offer BactiBlock,    an antimicrobial coating that 

protects against the growth of bacteria, mold, fungus, and other microorganisms on our wood table 

surfaces. This patent-pending technology uses silver-functionalized clay to resist germs, odors, and 

stains, providing long-lasting protection.

® 

WOOD 

Black Wrinkle

Low Gloss Clear Coat

Graphite

High Gloss Clear Coat

Almond

Beetroot*Canyon*

Driftwood StormKona*

Black*Natural* Parchment*

Acorn* Cocoa

Beige

Sky Blue

Satin Tex

Ink Black

Traffic Red

Sienna

Moccasin

Nutmeg*

Aspen

Dune*

Grey White

Pebble

Pecan

Honey*

Mirror Silver 

WITH CLEAR COAT

Sparkle Silver II
WITH CLEAR COAT

Yellow Green

Gloss Stack Black

Speckled Bronze

Rose

Satin Nickel  
WITH CLEAR COAT

Zinc Yellow

Ultra Bronze Rugged Brown

Speckled Pearl

Burst Rust

METAL

White*

Gloss White

*Standard wood finishes available for the Bentwood, Lena, and Merano collections.
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MAIN LOCATION 

1250 84th Street SW

Grand Rapids, MI 49315

SHOWROOM 

Suite 394

222 Merchandise Mart Plaza

Chicago, IL 60654

 

T  616 774 0561

F  616 774 0563

GRANDRAPIDSCHAIR.COM 


